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This Is Berlin 
 
CSD, Charite, Rummelsburg on the Spree 
An island with no sea, a thousand lakes, reg. letter “B” 
I don't need to fly to Venice or Bangkok 
Istanbul's nearby, get on a bike or walk 
Here the nights are like days, just a little bit darker 
We love our freedom, but we play in our cages, football and ping pong 
New York is king.  What is Berlin? What else but King Kong 
If you’re a guy or a gal, a lady or gentleman 
You will find your match, there's someone for everyone 
(Translator's note: Berlin Pride, called “Christopher Street Day” (CSD) in German) 
 
 
When you’re having a great time even when it's grim 
Berlin, Berlin, Berlin  
When Stefan goes out and Steffi comes back in 
Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
You don't need to come from Germany, 
to be a real Berliner utterly 
This is Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
 
 
In Cologne you were teacher's pet, in Hamburg class jester 
In Berlin you learn to chill, through your hundredth semester 
In Mitte kids are called Paule and Mira 
Out in Marzahn, Britney plays with Shakira 
Parties are for the young, and here it is true 
However long they last, depends only on you 
Tall, short, wide or thin, analogue or digital 
In Berlin you have it all 
All are in the swimming pool, welfare king or sheik 
To Berlin and its lifeguards, we all are alike 
This is Berlin 
 
 
When you’re having a great time even when it's grim 
Berlin, Berlin, Berlin  
When Stefan goes out and Steffi comes back in 
Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
You don't need to come from Germany, 
to be a real Berliner utterly 
This is Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
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In Goerli get a dime bag, at Kotti counterfeit cash 
The pitbull such a cute dog, his owner owns a chop shop 
Hi-ee, bye-ee, sun, moon and Sterni        
Berlin without Spaetis - like Bert without Ernie 
(Translator's note: “Sterni” is a cheap beer brand, “Spaetis” are all-night off licenses or party stores) 
 
 
When you’re having a great time even when it's grim 
Berlin, Berlin, Berlin  
When Stefan goes out and Steffi comes back in 
Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
You don't need to come from Germany, 
to be a real Berliner utterly 
This is Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
 
 
Here where everything there can be is, and you wonder how it fits in 
This is Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
Berlin, Berlin, Berlin 
 
 
 


